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Summary

Following a brief description of the S3C, the
computing needs are discussed for both the accelerator
design and the experimentation. The computing power
required Is considerably beyond that being used at
present fac i l i t i e s , and parallel processing Is
expected to play an important role In supplying these
needs.

«rlef Description of the SSC

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) Is a
proposed high Intensity colliding beazi machine using
two 20-TeV proton beams, tt was f irst seriously
discussed as a U.S. machine at a Snowmass workshop
held In the summer of 1982. A year later £t was
Identified by a HEPAP subpane1 as the highest priority
construction project for the American high energy
physics (HEP) program. Depending on the magnetic
field, the diameter of the aachlne will be In the
neighborhood of 20-30 miles, too big to f i t on any of
the existing HEP laboratory s i t e s . The project Is
ncu In an R&D phase aimed at finding the most economic
and reliable design, with concentration on the
engineering and prototyping of the superconducting
magnets required to guide the beams on their circular
paths. Assuming construction approval for FY-88, the
machine could be doing physics In 1994. The location
of the SSC is completely open, and It is expected that
the DOE will ask for site proposals this coming year.

£ O — The energy range of the SSC will be well above
tt** 3 that presently available, and there is a plethora of
£ > » 5 theoretical predictions for what night be discovered:

5 U > heavy quarks, leptons, gauge bosons;
ftl - . Riggs/"technlcolor particles;
^ t» JJ supersyimnetric particles;
0) (§ jB substructure In quarks and leptons.

* 2 * In addition, cosmic ray experiment* have found events
1 i£ A *!• which suggest new types of interactions at very high

energies. The physics potential of the SSC wa»
explored in derail at the 1984 Snovaass workshop and
was briefly reviewed »t this conference by
Winstein. Perhaps the «oat important r«ason for
building the SSC is that we simply do not know what
forces and interactions be unleashed at these
energies.

The cross sections (or probabilities) for
producing massive particles fall as 1/M and to
achieve the highest rates, i t is generally assumed
that two beans of protons will be collided with one
another. Since the two beans have the saae charge,
the magnetic field must be up for one bean and down
for the other, and two rings of nagnetic guide field
must be provided. The beaaa travel through the
magnets In high-vacuum tubes (about 10"9 Torr). The
protons are bent through 360° by very strong dipole
magnets, a total of 420 Te>la-kn being needed for each
bean at 20 TeV. The beams are focuased by quadrupole
magnets located roughly every 100 seters. An rf
system is used both to accelerate the beam (fro* the
1-TeV injection energy) ana to replace the energy
which i s continually lost to synchrotron radUtloo. A
typical design for the SSC has 1(T bunches spaced 10
meters apart around a 100 km circumference ring*
Each of these bunches has roughly 1010 protons and Is

needle-like in ahape with m transverse r«s dimension
of approximately 0.1 nm and a longitudinal length of
perhaps ±70 mn.

Colliding beams are the latest In a long series
of techniques which have been used over the years to
increase the energy available for experimentation.
Previously, in the so-called fixed target mode, most
of the beam's energy was needed just to conserve

in this aode scales as

Ecm " / 2 Ebeao "target "

Even with the new superconducting Fermilab Tevatron
accelerator, the fixed-target center-of-mass energy Is
only 44 GeV for a 1000-GeV Incident beam.

With colliding beams, a l l of the beam energy Is
available to make new particles or cause new types of
Interactions. At 20 TeV per beam, giving 40 TeV in
the center-of-aass system, ths equivalent fixed targe
accelerator would need 10 eV, well beyond mos
cosmic ray scudlea. Even with strong 8-Tesl;
superconducting magnets, such a machine would have
radius of about t*00,000 km, the distance from t
earth to the moon. Obviously such a machine Is no
practical, and these energies can only be reached with
colliding beams.

Over the years, the accelerator beam energy
available for experiments hss Increased by roughly a
factor of two every two years. Thanks to colliding
beams the equivalent accelerator beam energy is s t i l t
increasing exponentially. It is Interesting to note,
as pointed out in this session by Fernbach, that the
performance of computers has been increasing at about
the same rate with a new generation appearing
typically every five years with roughly s factor of
five increase in performance.

While I won't predict the ultimate limit on
computing speed, i t ' s clear that this exponential
growth of accelerator energy cannot continue
indefinitely; In the year 3000 the energy would be the
equivalent of the entire mass of the universe - bsck
to the big bang!

The prototype for the SSC came into operation
about a year and a half ago. This Is the Tevatron at
Fermilab; i t roughly doubles the energy available mt
that laboratory over the previous 400-500 GeV. Many
lessons have been learned in the construction and
operation of this superconducting accelerator, lessons
which can now be applied to the SSC. Valuable
experience with colliding beans has also been gained
at CERN on both the ISH and SPS. The present Fermilab
complex of accelerators also serves as a model for the
SSC injection system. Since a superconducting
accelerator can only operate over a factor of roughly
20, SSC injection must occur at about 1 TeV, the
eocrcy of tbc Fermilab Tevatron.

An intensive design effort was mounted this past
year under the leadership of H. Tigner (Cornell
University).3 This was the Reference Designs Study
(RDS), which took place from January to May 1984. I t
was basically a technical and financial feasi-
bi l i ty study for a faci l i ty with 20 TeV on 20 TeV op
colliding beams, at a luminosity of 10JJ em'^sec"1.
Three separate magnet designs ware examined:
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Cl rcunif e rence Cost

6.5 Tesla
5
3

90 km
114
164

$2.7B
3.0
2.7

Computing Heeds for SSC Accelerator Dcalfn

The high cost of the SSC ring precludes excess
conservatism In setting i ts specifications, yet the
mschine simply must work. This meens thst the design
must be examined very closely, and this involves a
great deal of computational effort, more so than for
any machine In the past. La describing this
cornpu ta t i ona L e f fort be low, I have drawn heavi ly on
the reports of tb.e Accelerator Confuting Croup at the
recent Snowraass -Jorkshop and ofc the recent HEpAP
Subpanel on Theoretical Computing. For a eachIat the
size of the SSC, the magnetic aperture and field
quality are very expensive, yet are crucial to the
successful operation of the machine. Over the next
two years a large effort will be aide to set the
specifications and design of these magnets. This wll 1
be followed by *n ongoing study to evaluate the
fabricated components and to better understand the
performance of the machine.

The central issue of these studies is beam
stabi l i ty . In an ideal linear world, there would be
no problem. The beam would simply oaci Hate about Its
central value, repeating Itself endlessly. However,
there are many sources of nonlinearlty thst can limit
the regions of stabllity for the bean. Some of these
nonlineari ties are Introduced on purpose, for example,
sextu poles to correct for chroma tic ity (variation of
tune wi th beam momentum). Other nonlinear 1ties come
from magnet construction errors, both random and
systematic. Some of the Uniting effects are beam-
induced: scattering of particles within a single
bunch, «lectr-c and magnetic fields set up in nearby
materials by the beam, and bead-beam interactions at
the collision points and elsewhere.

To understand the stability limits, one Must
calculate various electromagnet!- f ie lds, both
external fields produced by magnets, rf cavities, and
so on, as well as the bean-Induced fields: wall
currents, wake fields, etc. One then examines
particle motion in these fields, both single particles
controlled by the external f ie lds, and collective
motion of the beam, due to both external and beam-
induced fields.

The ca leu la tlon of externa 1 fie Ids is an old
classical problem. Usually there Is , in principle, s
great deal of symmetry, but in practice both errors
and end effects must be taken into account. While
most calculations have been two-dimensional, In some
cases one must have three-dimensional calculations and
these are very compute Intensive.

In the case of bean-induced f ields, the beam acts
as a source with boundary conditions given by the
vacuum chamber waII with a l l 1ts geoaetrie and
material properties. Although most of the I00-km
circuaference will be a simple cylindrical beast tube
and thus relatively easy to calculate, important
effects must be understood fro* quite irregularly
shaped objects such as bellows* vacuum puap-out ports,
rf cavities, and special vacuum-chamber geometry at
the experimental areas.

In the past, accelerator physiclats have relied
on expansions of aagnetic suilti poles or frequency-
domain elgenfunctlons. Uhil* such expansions are well

suited to a physical (intuitive) understanding of the
phenomena, direct numerical solutions appear to be
more powerful.

Accelerator physicists and engineers have a large
repertoire of programs to calculate electromagnetic
fields: POISSON, SUPERFISH, BCI, TBCI, TOSCA, URHEL
and so on. As an example, one might use a grid 1 mm
on a side for an object 50 cm across by 230 mm
long.8 Just storing the field values for this &rld at
seven words per grid point would take approximately 4M
words. Calculations of the impedance and wake fields,
such as are seeded for stability calculations, on such
a grid takes typically two hours of CRAY IS CPU
time. For the SSC, two hundred such calculations
might be needed over the course of a /ear, I .e . ,
several hundred hours of Class VI CPU time.

Calculations of stablLlty and particle notion
fal 1 into several classes. Firs t one needs to
calculate Che motion of a single particle (weak
beaa}. This is clearly fundamental to the basic
design if the machine is to work at a l l . The lattice
Is designed with fitting programs to Cune the
quadrupoles, sextupoles, and so on. Then, various
multlpoles are added to further correct the
chromaticIty, and estima tes are made of the strengths
of correction oag^ets needed to overcome random errors
in Che principle accelerator oagnets.

Collective phenomena must also be examined for
the Intense SSC beams needed for high Interaction
ra tes. The evo lu t Ion of the bean is gl ven by a
solution to the Vlasov equation. Linearized
aporoxisa tIons are used to give f1rs t es tlmates of
Important effects. Eventually, however, one must use
Honte Carlo methods, tracking test particles through
the nonlinear fields over many revolutions in order to
see the combined action of various effects, including
synchrotron oscillations. As shown by Table I, It Is
this tracking. Including beam-bean effects, which Is
the mas t conpure in tens1ve of the ac cele ra to r
calculations. Many thousands of hours of CRAY IS CPU
are needed for these calculations.

Tracking Is so Important and time-consuming that
i t deserves a *ore detailed discussion. Many programs
exist for this problea: PATRICIA, RACETRACK, TEVLAT,
MARYLIE, D1HAT, and so on. For a particular machine
configuration an "experiment" might consist of ten
particles spread in *n init ial transverse space space,
for each of three momenta and each of three
synchrotron anplltudes. If these particles are
followed for a total of 100 synchrotron oscillations,
such an experiment will consist of 3 x LO6 particle
revolutions. For the Reference Designs Study i t was
found that using PATRICIA (no vectorlzatlon), 90 ns of
CRAY IS tiae was required per revolution, or a total
of 75 hours for a typical experiment. Many of these
experiments will be needed. There are three magnet

Table X. Computing Needs of SSC Accelerator Design in
CRAY IS CPU hours (Ref. 8) .

Lattice
Tracking
BeMU-temm (weak-strong)
Beaa-Beaa (strong-stroD ;)
EH Field.
Instabilities
Miscellaneous

Total

Basic
Estimate

300
3,750/15,000
4,000/5,000
5,000
4 0 0
100
200
i3,950/26,200

Assuming
Vectorlzaeion

500
550/2,200
600/700
7 2 0
6 0
15
100
2,545/4,295



designs, and one might exj'iiae ten la t t ices per aagnet
design (different phase advances per cel l and
different IS insertions). For each, a niniauc of four
samples of the error distributions of the signetIc
fields should be used. Thus one night have a total of
9,000 hours on Che CRAY IS. The oenory requlreoents
for such tracking are nontrivial if one includes, say,
20 aultlpoles for each of 10** magnets.

Once one understands the effects due to aagne t
ei rors a lone, the combination of beao-bea«i and nagnet
effects -nust Toe examined. Each of these calculations
could take 107 particle revolution* or 250 CRAY IS CPU
hours. Such calculations might be done for two
la t t ice configurations, each with two or thre-
dlfferent interaction region Insertions; again taking
four random magnet samples each, a total of
approximately 5,000 hours ts needed to study weak-
strong s tab! l i ty.

S trong-strong effects are very time-consuming to
stud/, especially if a l l aspects are taken into
account, including the abort gap and long-range
Interactions between bunches. Here one must involve a
sjbstant ial nuraber of (super) par t ic les , and 5,000 CPLJ
hours may be required if vectorlzation is not done
properly. If several bunches per beam imst be taken
into account, the tiroc could increase accordingly. if
computing time were not lira I ted, one would want to do
many of these strong-strong calculations in order to
understand the effects of different l a t t i ce and
Insertion designs. The reason for fewer "experiments"
as the calculations get longer is not due to their
being unimportant, but rather to the lack of computing
power.

The tracking of particles is straightforward co
do in para l le l . One can sloply place one part icle li:
each processor and have many processors working in
para I le 1. A potential prob Iera which must be
considered is that of round-of f errors . For 10
revolutions, each revolution consisting of perhaps 10
transfers through as many magnets, i t is easy to see
that a small amount of round-off error per calculation
could eventually lead to nonsensical resu l t s .

The conelusions of the HEPAP subpancI on
theore t lcal computing were that there la an Immediate
need for a Class IV machine for la t t i ce calculations,
database manipulations, and code development for
accelerator design. There 1 J also a need Cor a Class
VI machine, In particular to do detailed tracking
s tudies. On the longer tern, I believe that
additional computing power could pl*y • very cost-
effective role in rapidly understanding the SSC once
i t is operating, so that we can quickly exploit the
full potential of the machine. I t Is clear that we
will need a great deal of part icle tracking and that a
concerted effort should be undertaken to understand
the best way to supply adequate and reliable tracking
within tha limits of computer technology.

SSC Detector - Physic a Oapatlmg Bteds

The experimental physicist has a Long l i s t of
computational tasks;

test beam analysis, calibration data bates*
data acquisition, online f i l t e r ing ,
algorithm development for f i l t e r ing , e t c . ,
Monte Carlo events for a variety of processes,
complete detector simulation,
pattern recognition/reconstruction algorithms,
production analysis - f i ltering, reconstruction,
event scanning and interactive analysis,
physics analysis.

Of these tasks, perhaps the most compute-
In tensive are the Monte Carlo simulations of physics
and detector, the production analysis, and the physics
analysis Including event scanning. As a rule of
thunb, the production analysis often takes about half
of the total computing power used by an experiment.

The Collider Letector at Ferret Ub, CDF,9 is a
good an exanple of a collldlng-bean detector. This
detector Is presently under construction and will have
'. ts {Irst run it. I ̂ 86. Such detectors are quite
nassl ve and yet have precision components wl th wire
positions known to wlthin a tenth of a rai L1ioeter and
calorimeter calibrations good to one percent. This
precision necessarlLy depends on consi derable
confuting to deterra!ne and apply correc tions.

CDF serves In nany ways as a prototype for an SSC
detector, although It ^111 run at an energy 20 times
below that of the SSC and at a luminosity or event
rate down by roughly 10 . A typical CDF event Is
expected to have 100-150 Kbytes of Information. 10

This already assumes acute preprocessing and
suppression of null channe Is . Approximately 10% of
the raw data is expected to cone !". jn the tracking
devices: drif t chaabers, vertex TPC and si I Leon
s t r ips . An event rate of 1-3 !'z will f i l l a tape
every 10 to 20 -nlnotes, each tape having between 1000-
1500 events. One night thus expec t about 10** tapes to
be generated per ca Lcndar year.

The online trigger level for CDF wi 11 eventually
Involve substantial computing pawer to nake the final
selection of events wri tten on cape. Present
es t lnates 1 3 are that the equivalent of 20 VAX-ll/780's
will be needed online.

Of fIine the re will be severa1 passes through the
CD? data. Pass 1 wl 11 involve the final calorimeter
analysis end clustering of the towers into Je t5 . In
addition, event vertices will be found with the vertex
TPC. Perhaps 30 seconds per *vent of VAX-11/780 CPU
will be needed for this pass, which will keep 10-15%
of the events. Pass 2 will Involve a f ul 1 track
reconstruction and take 100-ISO seconds per event.
AH events vUl be kept at this stage. Pass 3 will
correlate data from a l l detector subsystems and sort
the events onto several data suomary tapes (DST' s ) .
Twenty to sixty seconds per event £5 antic!pa ted * t
this level. Altogether i t Is expected that 25 VAX-
11/780 equivalents will be needed for this offline
data reduction end reconstruction. Assuming an equal
amount of computer power is needed for DST analysis ,
Monte Carlo studies, and program deveiopaent, an
equivalent of 50 VAX's is required offline. '1

The most cost-effective way of providing this Is
expec ted to be a mix of <ulnf raise compu Ce r«, VAX' a,
and the modular multi-microprocessor system being
developed by the Fermilab Advanced Computer Project
(ACP). • In many ways, the ACP serves as a proto-
type for computing 4t the SSC, both Cor event recon-
stvuetlon and for some of the accelera tor caleulations*

As events pass down the CDF reconstruction chain.
I t Is expected that those events which are retained
Mill grow In length, with new calculated qual i t ies
being added to the r*ti data. This oay well lead to a
logist ics bottleneck and simply be a luxury that can
not be long afforded. The conservative
experimentalist may have to change his mode of
operation and get along without the raw data, instead
relying on the output of the reconstruction programs,
including results calculated online. This means that
such programs will have to be thorougly debugged, much
as the hardware is presently debugged, and finally
trus ted to give the correct answer. Early and



ruthless compaction of data will become a necessity if
high statistics are to be achieved. There will have
to be a balance, however, between the systematic cod
statistical requirements for the study of a particular
piece of physics.

An idea of the coaputer Deeds for coLiidiot beaa
experiments can also be gained by looking attthe UA-l
conputer usage at the CERN coaputer center.* This
usage has increased rapidly since their first run, and
by the middle of 1983 (their Z run), they were u*log
the equivalent of two IBM 168'• or upwards of 30? of
the entire CERN computer center. This was far froa
adequate, however, in that the analysis has gone aore
slowly than desirable and only a small fraction of the
events have been reconstructed.

Estimates are given in Table 2 for the computing
requirements of the LEP experiments which will coae
Into operation in 1989. The record length per event,
number of tapes per year, and computing power expected
are all similar to that for CDF.

For the estimates of the computing needs of S5C
de tec tors, I have drawn heavl ly on the work of the
Snowm&ss group headed by A. Firestone. For
convenience, 1 reproduce here their estimates of the
relitlvg performance of several coaputers:

Coaputer
CDC 7600
CDF Cyber 175
IBM 303LK (both processors)
IBM 370/168
DEC VAJC-11/7S0

Rela t ive Compute Power
10

7
19

3

A CRAY IS is abut 100 in these uni ts .

0 a

I

cAt a luminosity of 10 cm"* sec"1 and an
inelastic cross section of 100 nb, there will be 10
inelastic interactions per second at the SSC. For a
detector covering ±5 units of rapidity, a typical
interaction might give 70 charged tracks, each having
100 drift chamber hits, and a total of 110 particles
In the calorimeters, e*ch particle perhaps depositing
significant energy in three towers, each tower being
read out at five depths. *l Adding In soae
ml see ILaneous Inforaa tion, one then has a total of
about 10 elements of Information per interaction.
Each eLement of Infornation will have ai nla*1ly three
words (12 bytes), giving the address (which wire or
tower), time Information, and pulse height
information. For a 10 m (33 asec) spacing between the
bunches, this luminosity will give on average 3.3
Inelactic Interactlons per crossing. Tne eventa of
interes t will probably have more particles than
average and thus more information to be recorded than
for a typical event. A crossing of interest may then

Table 2. Offline Computing Estimates for LEP
Experiments (Ref. 13).

ALEPH DELPHI OPAL LT

have 500 to 1000 Kbytes of information. Since one
6250 bpl tape can contain about 150 Mbytes, this means
that between 150-300 events can be recorded per
tape. At I Hz, this will then fill a tape every few
minutes, and one can expec t severa1 time s 10 tapes
per year froa each large detector. Note that this
rate of 1 Hz is chosen not for physics reasons, but is
due to logistics and calculatlonal limitations.

As for present-day colliding bean experiments,
there vi 11 be several on1i»e tri gger leveIs s if ting
through the dfta to reduce the event rate from 10 to
a few hertz. Level 1 will use calorlaetry and fast
elee tronlcs to look for la rge transve rse energy and/or
imbalance^ (missing) E,.. This level might reduce the
rate frota 10 to l(P Hz. The next several levels will
use specialized hardware to count clusters of E— In
the calorimeter (jets) and to determine the
characteristics (8, $, width, etc.) of each cluster.
At these levels one will look for electrons and work
on the nuon Information using microprocessors.
Calorimeter microprocessors will peak up the
resolutions, suppress zeroes, and generally correct
and coopact the data. These trigger levels will
reduce the event rate fron 10* down to about 10 Hz.
The final selection level will be made using parallel
processors. The exact number and strategy for these
processors Is not yet well determined. There sight be
50 of them, each working on a single event to apply
complex acceptance criteria Involving all detector
subsystems (including tracking), or it night be fewer
computers, one each for the vertex, tracking,
electromagnetic calorlnetry, hadron calorlnetry, and
muons. These processors will then identify the most
Interes ting of the events and sort then in to va rl ous
classes.

This will result In several data streams being
recorded onto different tapes. A possible set of data
streams might be:

1. "Express" - all Inforaation on highly promtsing
events (e.g., huge Ef) at < 0.1 Hz.

2. Interesting events with all Information at - 0.5
He; these would be of direct physics interest AS
well as providing systematic studies for the
third data stream.

3. Interesting events with minimal information (50
Kbytes) at S He; for exaaple, only retain
calorimeter towers with Lj. > 3 GeV plus those
track segment* at large radius that point near
the vertex (i.e., high momentum tracks fron the
interaction of Interest).

4. Minimum-bias events at - 0.2 Ht, for "Ins"
physics, normalizations, systematic*, etc.

To estimate the calculational time required to
reconstruct a typical SSC event, the computing group
at Snowmass-84 extrapolated from existing experiments,
normalizing to IBM 308IK CPU time:13

Record length:
Hadronic event: (Kbytes)

Frection fron central
chamber:

6250 BPI tapes/dav:
Tapes/year:
IBM 168 CPU tine/hadronic
event; (tec.)

Total CPU time/year including
recontructioa analysis, MC,
etc.): (Khr.)

IBM 168 equivalents required:

100

100
10

65

200

30-40%
50-100

10£

240

90*
25-50

10*

100

3?
250O

TPC
HARK I I
UA-1
Feraileb Fixed Target
ISR/SFN

20 lec/SSC event
44
50
60
64

B0 LOO

The average extrapolated tiae i* SO aeconda. Note
that thla la several tlaes the estlutes Cor LEP
events because of the higher particle •ultlplicltles
per event and the overlap of several events.

15 An effective trigger rate of 1 Hz then requires
___ 50 IBM 308 IK equivalents for event reconstruction.



While the SSC won't be producing events every second
of the day, additional computing time will be needed
for systematic runs and Monte Carlo calculations, as
well as the physics analysis; because of this, it was
felt that 50 IBN 308 IK equivalents will indeed be
required for each of the large Un detectors at the
SSC.

Note that unlike many present experiments, the
SSC multilevel trigger will already have rejected
nonsense events. The regaining events will require
substantial computing tin* before deciding whether
they are truely of tnteres c and worth pursuing.

"The compute power available has a crucial Impact
on the scientific productivity of an
experiment. Too often In the past the physics
output has been llml ted because of: (I) long
processing times to get reasonable statistics,

reforoatting, and reprocessing because of poor
communications, and (lit) limitations on physics
analysis due to Inadequate graphics and poor
access to data. Intel It gent planning, begun now,
can reduce these problems at the SSC."

At the present price of about S5M each, f ifty
308 IK'a would coat approximately $250M per kt
experiment. Clearly It is of Interest to find a more
cost-effective solution and the Snowsass computing
group considered three options:

1. Micro-VAX fartc of 1000 alcro-VAX's at S20K each
for a total of $20M. In addition, there would be
costs for controls, peripherals, and a mainframe
computer for physics analysis and other tasks.

2. Emulator farm of 330 308IE'• at $30K each for a
tota I of $10H. Again one nust add host
computers, controls, communications, and so on.

3. Supercomputer mainframes. The Snowmass group
assumed that five years from now one sight
achieve the equivalent compute power of a 308IK
for a factor of 8 reduction in price, or a total
cost of $35M.

To this cost must be added the online and data
acquisition computers and microprocessors necessary to
collect, correct, compact and record the data. Also,
the col Laborating Instltuttons will need to upgrade
their local computers with workstations, graphics
terminals, networking and ao on. The total cost per
large detector Is then expected to be in the
neighborhood of S50M for computers. This is roughly
20% of the cos t es timated for such a detec tor (about
S250H).U

Conclusion*

Computational 11 ml Cations are expected to be a
major factor restricting the accelerator design and
physics output of the SSC. Given the huge capital
investment in the SSC and its de tec tori, It seems
foolish not to spend adequate resources in an attempt
to ameliorate this limitation. It appears that
parallel processing will be a key element in thla.

In order to achieve the highest useful event
rates, the attitude* of the experimentalist will have
to undergo a radica1 change. Computers mu 31 be
considered an Integral part of the experiment and
taken into account from the earliest design phases.
The output from the online computers must be highly
compacted, and this process must be thorougly debugged
and eventua 1 ly trus ted in much the aame way aa the
hardware is debugged and trusted.

Inn closing, I quo
as-84 group:

te the conclusions of the

"This group recommends that an intensive R&D
program be mounted very soon to work, out a
reasonable solution which would involve computer
manufacturers as such as possible as well as the
*ofcwave expertise now resident in the high
energy physics community.*'

I would like to thank the many people with whom I
discussed this subject, and especially A. Flrrttcne,
T. Nash, D. Quarrle, and J. Simpson.
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